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Research Summary:

I am studying general relativity and cosmology. Due to the recent development in the obser-

vations/experiments for the universe, we could have the standard model for the universe now.

However, we encounter various new issues. To address such things, I often employed the differ-

ential geometry to have unique consequences. The keywords for my research would be black hole

spacetimes, asymptotic structure of spacetimes, string-inspired higher dimensional model for cos-

mology, positive mass theorem and so on. For example, using the second variation formula for the

minimal surface, I could show the presence of the upper bound for black hole area in asymptoti-

cally deSitter spacetimes. And I showed the uniqueness of static black holes in higher dimensions.

I prefer non-trivial application of differential geometry or so into general relativity and cosmology.
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1996 Department of Physics, Kyoto University PhD
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sity

2014 Professor, Department of Mathematics, Nagoya University

Message to Prospective Students:

A typical application of differential geometry to physics is in general relativity(GR). GR predicts

the presence of black holes and expanding universe. Meanwhile the superstring theory, which is a

theory of physics for everything, is formulated in higher dimensions. So the higher dimensional GR

is also interesting research field.

In my seminar,

R. M. Wald, General Relativity, Chicago University Press.

will be used. Depending student’s interest, we will consider astrophysics and cosmology too. In

addition, I encourage graduate student report new/important papers to look for the topics for mas-

ter/doctor thesis. I think that the minimum way to have the original work is good discussion/chat.

They make student’s understanding of study deep one.


